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Control of the width of active Western Antarctic Siple Coast ice

streams by internal melting at their margins

Thibaut Perol,1,2 and James R. Rice2,3 (submitted to JGR - F, 20 July 2012)

Abstract. Why do ice streams exist on the Western Antarctic Ice Sheet, like near the
Siple Coast? And what sets their width? They are streams of typically 30-80 km hor-
izontal width, flowing rapidly towards the Ross Sea at hundreds of m.yr−1. The streams
are bordered by slow moving ice, frozen to the bed, but no structure in the bed has been
cited as controlling the location of the stream margins. We examine, and find evidence
supportive of, the hypothesis that the stream width is set by the development of signif-
icant internal melting, i.e., development of temperate ice conditions, within the sheet.
We first show, from published ice sheet deformation data and from thermal modeling
based on temperature-dependent flow and conduction properties, that most existing Siple
Coast ice stream margins are indeed in a state of partial melt, with temperate ice be-
ing present over a substantial fraction of the sheet thickness. We then propose and quan-
tify approximately, if incompletely, a possible related mechanism of margin formation,
that is, of locking the sheet to the bed outboard of that temperate zone. Shear heat-
ing of the temperate ice continually generates melt which percolates toward the bed be-
low. If that develops a channelized marginal drainage of Röthlisberger type, standard
theory argues that the high, nearly lithostatic, pore pressure elsewhere (i.e., near the bed
within the fast moving stream) is somewhat alleviated within the channel. That results
in a higher Terzaghi effective normal stress, which we quantify approximately, acting along
the bed just outboard of the channel, and hence creates high resistance against frictional
shear and locks the ice outboard to the bed, naturally forming an ice stream margin.
Our estimates are that the effective normal stress acting on the bed just outside such
a channel is nearly two orders of magnitude larger than that inferred to be present at
the bed within the fast-moving stream.

1. Introduction

Complete collapse of the West Antarctic ice sheet would
raise global sea level by around 5 m [Vaughan and Spouge,
2002]. Siple Coast Ice Streams (SCIS) in West Antarctica
drain into the Ross Ice Shelf a large amount of ice at speeds
of hundreds m.yr−1 (about 2 to 3 orders of magnitude higher
than the surrounding ice [Brocq et al., 2009]). The evidence
of recent and rapid changes of stream flow rates within a few
decades [Shabtaie and Bentley , 1987; Joughin et al., 2005]
might have a significant effect on sea-level over time-scales
of centuries. Because the width of the rapid flowing ice may
control the net mass flow rate [Van Der Veen and Whillans,
1996], we focus this work on identifying the mechanism that
sets stream margins where they are, studies on which a pre-
liminary report is given by Perol and Rice [2011].

Ice streams are about 1 km thick, active along hundreds
of km, are typically 30 to 80 km wide and have low surface
slope (∼ 1.3×10−3 [Joughin et al., 2002]). Ice flow is driven
by a relatively small gravitational driving stress (∼ 10 kPa),
thought to be accommodated primarily through basal drag
and laterally shear stressed zones at the margins [Whillans
and Van Der Veen, 1993]. They are underlain everywhere by
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a Coulomb-plastic bed with an extremely low yield strength
(∼ 1 to 5 kPa [Kamb, 2001]), which is determined by the
water content of the till (in which fluid pore pressure is close
to the ice overburden pressure) and is independent of strain
rate [Tulaczyk et al., 2000]. Since basal sliding occurs be-
neath ice streams, it is appropriate to equate basal shear
stress to the yield stress and hence most of the resistance
to the driving stress is accommodated by side drag [Joughin
et al., 2004a] and elevated basal shear stress just outside the
shear margins where the till is frozen [Raymond et al., 2001].

The margins play an important role in the force balance
of an active ice stream and have been subject of numerous
studies the past two decades, especially the estimation of
their side drag in order to quantify in which proportion they
support the downslope weight. Detailed analysis of trans-
verse velocity profiles across streams using analytical and
numerical models of ice flow have shown that ice cannot
have uniform properties across the ice stream. At margins
where the shear strain rate is high, the ice should be warmer
and thus weaker than in the center (e.g., Echelmeyer et al.
[1994] for Whillans ice stream and Scambos et al. [1994] for
Bindschadler ice stream). Using the shear strain rate profile
(extracted from the shape of the velocity profile), a stress-
equilibrium in the downstream direction neglecting the lon-
gitudinal stress gradient and considering the lateral shear
strain rate as uniform over depth, they attempted to ad-
just the distribution of basal drag across the stream to keep
it positive. Such was found to be not possible when the
temperature-dependant creep parameter A of Glen’s law,
ǫ̇ij = Aτ 2

Eτij [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010], is assumed to
be laterally homogeneous (i.e., when A is constant in the
transverse direction). Both Scambos et al. [1994] who allow
A to vary with depth according to an input temperature
profile and Echelmeyer et al. [1994] who set A to be verti-
cally uniform at its value for -15 ◦C, are able to fit the strain
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rate profile only by introducing an enhancement factor E in
Glen’s law (ǫ̇ij = EAτ 2

Eτij) that varies laterally. This factor
illustrates lateral softening close to the margins due to such
factors as shear heating or oriented ice fabric developed by
large accumulation of shear strain. Since Jackson and Kamb
[1997] have sampled the ice where Echelmeyer et al. [1994]
invoke large softening (i.e., E large) and have not found a
strongly developed single maximum fabric that would be ex-
pected in such shear zone (i.e., a fabric with c-axis oriented
normal to the lateral shear plane), we explore the role of
shear heating on the mechanism of margin weakening.

In this paper we use a 1-D conduction-advection heat
transfer analysis that predicts the vertical distribution of T ,
and hence A(T ). Rather than uniformly increasing A by a
fitted E as in Scambos et al. [1994], we incorporate the inter-
nal shear heating from lateral deformation of ice in the heat
transfer analysis to find the thermal regime at the margins
and ultimately derive a more accurate vertical distribution
of the creep parameter that allows us to evaluate the side
drag.

We investigate that thermal regime for active well-
developed shear margins of Siple Coast ice streams. From
published ice sheet deformation data [Joughin et al., 2002]
and thermal modelling, we find that most margins are in a
state of partial melt with temperate ice present over a sub-
stantial fraction of the sheet thickness adjoining the bed.
This concept accords with previous modelling studies of
strain heating in a representative shear margin [Jacobson
and Raymond , 1998], which suggested that a core of tem-
perate ice within a shear margin can extend vertically as
much as several hundred meters. Shear heating of temper-
ate ice continually generates meltwater at ice grain interfaces
and percolates toward the bed below via a vein and node
system described by Nye [1989] in polycrystalline ice. Us-
ing the example of the south margin of Whillans ice stream
B2 we quantify this meltwater supply along the bed and
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Figure 1. Sketch of a Siple Coast ice stream cross
section. Ice thickness H greatly exaggerated relative
to stream width W ; typically W/H ∼ 30 to 85 for ice
streams and ∼ 10 to 20 for their tributaries. The ice is
flowing on a low permeable soft bed called till (in yel-
low). Chaotic crevassing is observed at the surface of the
margins [Harrison et al., 1998; Echelmeyer and Harri-
son, 1999]. Given the evidence we develop for internal
melting, we hypothesize that a channelized drainage (in
blue) exists at the margins along the bed and collects the
water produced within the ice sheet above. The channel’s
diameter grows with distance downstream.

suggest that it could cause the development of a marginal
channelized drainage of Röthlisberger type. Standard the-
ory argues that the high, nearly lithostatic, pore pressure
near the bed within the fast moving stream is somewhat al-
leviated within the channel, which operates at reduced water
pressure [Röthlisberger , 1972; Nye, 1976]. That results in a
higher Terzaghi effective stress just outboard of the channel
which plausibly locks the ice to the bed, naturally form-
ing a limit to the width of the stream of fast-flowing ice.
This paper examines the hypothesis that internal melting
at margins is the process that controls the width of active
Siple Coast ice streams.

2. Model of partially melted margins:
thickness of temperate ice

Siple Coast Ice Stream (SCIS) margins are subjected to
internal heat production from straining, especially from lat-
eral shear deformation of the ice. We first incorporate the
ice deformation-heating work in a standard 1-D vertical heat
transfer analysis and find evidence of internal melting at the
margins. We thus write a 1-D model with a full tempera-
ture dependence of ice properties allowing for a temperate
zone when the shear strain rate is sufficient. We find that
all SCIS margins are at or very close to a strain rate level
sufficient to partially melt the ice sheet. Hence we argue
that internal melting within the ice sheet is in fact related
to why margins are where they are. Finally, we use a de-
tailed strain rate profile determined at the Dragon margin
of Whillans ice stream B2 (Whillans IS B2) to characterize
the transverse (perpendicular to the downslope direction)
melting profile.

2.1. Evidence of internal melting at SCIS margins

Let us consider an ice stream cross section as depicted
in figure 1. The ice stream is flowing in the downstream
direction x, y is transverse to the flow and positive out-
ward from the stream center and z is the vertical coordinate
taken positive upward from the base of the ice (the notations
used in this paper are reported in the Notation section).
Let (u, v, w) be the velocity components associated to the
(x, y, z) coordinates. Let us define respectively the lateral
shear stress on lateral planes through the ice sheet oriented
parallel to the flow and the basal shear stress as τlat = −τxy
(where y > 0) and τbase = −τxz. This ice stream is driven
by a gravitational driving stress, force per unit base area,
τgrav = ρicegHS where ρice is the ice density, g the acceler-
ation due to gravity, H is the ice sheet thickness and S the
absolute value of the surface slope that measures the incli-
nation of the slab. A simple force balance at a distance y
from the center of an ice stream, that considers a laterally
constant thickness H , and neglects any variation in net axial
force in the sheet [Whillans and Van Der Veen, 1993], shows
that the thickness-averaged τlat = τlat(y) increases with dis-
tance y from the center, scaling with an average over the
distance y of the difference between the gravitational stress
and basal resistive stress:

τlat(y)H = (τgrav − τbase)avg y (1)

The lateral strain rate transverse to the downslope direction
and predicted by Glen’s law (γ̇lat = 2Aτ 3

lat where the “en-
gineering” shear strain rate is γ̇lat = −2ǫ̇xy where y > 0)
increases as τ 3

lat. Then, the heating work rate τlatγ̇lat asso-
ciated with the lateral deformation of ice increases as τ 4

lat

hence roughly proportionally to y4. It quickly becomes a
significant heat source within the ice sheet with increas-
ing width, and must ultimately induce internal melting at
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a large enough distance from the center of the stream, if
some process does not limit stream expansion. That is why
we later introduce the shear heating in a thermal model of
well-developed margins.

The heat transfer equation, assuming a volumetric rate
of internal heat production Φ, from deformation-heating
within an ice sheet, is

Φ− ~∇ · ~q = ρiceCi

(

∂T

∂t
+
(

~v · ~∇
)

T
)

(2)

where ~q refers to the ice heat flux vector, ρice the ice den-
sity, Ci the ice specific heat, t the time, ~v the ice veloc-
ity vector and T the ice temperature. Using Fourier’s law,
~∇ · ~q = ~∇ · (−K~∇T ) where K is the thermal conductivity.
Rewriting in a 1-D approximation, T = T (z, t), the previ-
ous equation now gives the equation governing the vertical
temperature distribution of an ice column and it reduces at
steady state, T = T (z), to

d

dz

(

K
dT

dz

)

− ρiceCiw
dT

dz
+Φ = 0 (3)

where w is the vertical (z direction) component of ~v. Since
there are only a few measured temperature profiles with
depth (especially at shear margins where access conditions
are dangereous [Harrison et al., 1998]), this latter 1-D ther-
mal model is often used with a constant thermal conductiv-
ity, a simple vertical velocity profile and no shear heating
(that is to neglect vertical shear within the ice column and
lateral shear at the margins) because it allows a simple an-
alytical solution (e.g., Joughin et al. [2002] used it to find a
depth-average creep parameter and Joughin et al. [2003] to
find the basal temperature gradient under Ross ice streams).
We later suggest an analytical solution that incorporates the
deformation-heating work rate.

This most commonly used analytical steady state solution
(Zotikov [1986], relation 4.17) solves the equation

αth
d2T

dz2
+

az

H

dT

dz
= 0 (4)

of vertical heat diffusion-advection neglecting any deformation-
heating work rate Φ and taking K and ρiceCi as constant,
for a bed temperature at the pressure-melting point Tmelt

and atmospheric temperature Tatm at the surface. For that,
the thermal diffusivity, αth = K/ρiceCi, is a constant and a
is the “surface accumulation rate” in m.yr−1. Also, a linear
vertical velocity profile w(z) = −az/H is assumed that cools
the ice column via the motion of cold ice from the top, and
any basal melting rate or freeze-on rate is neglected, i.e.,
vm ≡ −w(z = 0) = 0. In fact, this linear velocity profile
comes from

w(z) = −vm −
∫ z

0

[

∂u

∂x
+

∂v

∂y

]

dz (5)

in which the downslope stretching ∂u/∂x is roughly esti-
mated as a/H and any transverse velocity gradient is ne-
glected to give the relation

w(z) = −vm − az

H
(6)

However, at shear margins this Zotikov [1986] 1-D ther-
mal model suffers from several issues: (1) Lateral defor-
mation of ice induces a significant work rate, Φ = τlatγ̇lat
(neglecting the heating from other stress components). (2)
The transverse velocity gradient ∂v/∂y may need to be con-
sidered, in that the margin temperatures are sensitive to the
influx of colder ice from the slow ridge zone [Jacobson and
Raymond , 1998]. Given the limited study (e.g., Echelmeyer

and Harrison [1999]), we choose to neglect those transverse
gradients in what follows and discuss their possible thermal
effect later (cf. Discussion section). (3) Basal vertical veloc-
ity −vm may vary rapidly as we move toward the ridge and
is poorly constrained.

We thus intend to find a more accurate 1-D thermal model
of a column of ice at margins. This column is subject to
shear heating, an atmospheric temperature at the top and
a melting temperature at its base since water is present at
ice-till interface [Vogel , 2004; Vogel et al., 2005]. We in-
corporate the shear heating in a 1-D vertical heat transfer
analysis that considers diffusion and advection as written in

αth
d2T

dz2
+
(

az

H
+ vm

)

dT

dz
+

τlatγ̇lat
ρiceCi

= 0 (7)

taking the thermal conductivity K and the specific heat ca-
pacity Ci as a constant (a restriction that is lifted in the
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Figure 2. Temperature solution of the 1-D diffusion-
advection model with shear heating as an internal heat
source written in equation (7), a thermal diffusivity αth

of 1.3 × 10−6 m2.s−1 and an atmospheric temperature
Tatm of −26 ◦C. (a.) Ice sheet thickness, strain rate and
melting temperature are taken from margin of Mercer ice
stream (Table 1). Basal temperature gradient is positive
for the three advection profiles used. (b.) Temperature
profiles at margins of Mercer (A), Whilans (WB1, WB2
and W Nar.), Bindschadler (D) and MacAyeal (E) with
a = 0.1 m.yr−1, vm = 0 m.yr−1 and parameters reported
in Table 1. The basal temperature gradient is positive
for the 6 profiles and thus T > Tmelt is (unrealistically)
predicted, implying that a zone of temperate ice must
exist.
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Figure 3. Surface velocity of Siple Coast ice streams, modified from Brocq et al. [2009]. Velocity con-
tours shown are 25 m.yr−1 (thin line) and 250 m.yr−1 (thick line). Joughin et al. [2002] made profiles
represented by brown lines and named in the brown circles or ovals to extract the parameters reported
in Table 1. Profile TE, TWB1 and TWB2 are respectively made at tributary of MacAyeal, Whillans B1
and Whillans B2 ice stream before onset of streaming flow. The black star indicates the location of a
borehole made at one shear margin of Kamb ice stream by Vogel et al. [2005]. They penetrated a 1.6 m
tall liquid-filled cavity between the bottom of the ice and the bed. Using the JPL Ice Borehole Camera,
they observed horizontal acceleration of small solid particles sinking into it, indicating a still active flow
of water within the cavity (the direction of flow was not reported).

next subsection). To make a rough estimate in this section
of the temperature profile, we evaluate the thermal diffu-
sivity αth and the specific heat capacity Ci at Tavg where
Tavg = (Tatm + Tmelt)/2.

We adopt here a simple model based on the approxima-
tion, like in Echelmeyer et al. [1994] and Scambos et al.
[1994], that the lateral shear strain rate is uniform over
depth (which of course becomes questionable where the
sheet is frozen to the bed). Thus the lateral shear stress is
estimated, using Glen’s law, as τlat = A(T )−1/3(γ̇lat/2)

1/3

where T , and hence τlat, varies with depth.
First, in this subsection, because it allows a simple ana-

lytical solution, we treat τlat as constant over depth, as

τlat = A−1/3
avg (γ̇lat/2)

1/3 (8)

with Aavg ≡ A(Tavg). Using Tatm = −26 ◦C, a = 0.1

m.yr−1 [Joughin et al., 2003], A
−1/3
avg ∼ 521 kPa.yr1/3 [Cuf-

fey and Paterson, 2010], and ice thickness and shear strain
rate as measured at Mercer ice stream margin and reported
in Table 1, we find that, because of the shear heating, we pre-
dict temperatures in excess of the melting temperature over
a substantial fraction of the ice sheet thickness (Figure 2a).
If the linear vertical velocity profile is valid at margins, nu-

merical solutions show that the downward motion of cold ice
at a rate of a = 0.1 m.yr−1 at the top cools the ice column
whereas the basal melting rate vm > 0 at the base does not
significantly change the temperature profile and hence could
be neglected in equation (7). Thus, for vm = 0, the analyt-
ical solution of equation (7) which matches the boundary
conditions T (z = 0) = Tmelt and T (z = H) = Tatm is

T (z) = Tmelt +
√

π

2P
HG0 erf

(

√

P/2 (z/H)
)

+
τlatγ̇latH

2

KavgP

∫ 1

0

1− exp
(

−λPz2/2H2
)

2λ
√
1− λ

dλ (9)

with G0 being the temperature gradient (dT/dz)z=0 at the
ice-till interface,

G0 =
2
√

P/2
√
πH erf

(

√

P/2
)

(

Tatm − Tmelt

− τlatγ̇latH
2

KavgP

∫ 1

0

1− exp
(

−λPz2/2H2
)

2λ
√
1− λ

dλ

)

(10)
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Table 1. Parameters used for margins of the profiles located in Figure 3. TWB1, TWB2 and TE are profiles
made at, respectively, the tributaries of Whillans B1, Whillans B2 and MacAyeal ice stream.

Ice Stream Profile Ha W b Tmelt
c γ̇lat

d Amelt
e Bmelt

e

(m) (km) (◦ C) (10−2.yr−1) (10−24 s−1.Pa−3) (kPa.yr1/3)

Mercer A 1242 39 −0.8 4.2 2.11 247

Whillans WB1 1205 35 −0.8 7.0 2.11 247
WB2 985 34 −0.6 9.5 2.19 244

W Narrows 846 48 −0.6 13.5 2.19 244
TWB1 2188 25 −1.5 3.8 1.85 258
TWB2 1538 25 −0.9 4.0 2.07 249

Bindschadler D 888 55 −0.6 5.8 2.19 244

MacAyeal E 916 78 −0.6 8.1 2.19 244
TE 1177 19 −0.8 5.5 2.11 247

a Ice sheet thickness as measured by Joughin et al. [2002].
b Ice stream width inferred by Joughin et al. [2002].
c Melting temperature at bed. When allowing for a temperate zone in modeling, we set this temperature to be the uniform melting

temperature over depth.
d Shear strain rate γ̇lat measured by Joughin et al. [2002]. These data suppose that the strain rate is symmetric relative to the

ice stream center, i.e., γ̇lat is of equal magnitude at both margins of the stream considered.
e Creep parameter at the basal melting temperature; see Appendix B for details on A and B as a function of temperature.

where the Péclet number P ≡ Pe = aH/αth (cf. ap-
pendix A). When we neglect the shear heating product
τlatγ̇lat, this reduces to the solution of equation (4) already
found by Zotikov [1986],

T (z) = Tmelt + (Tatm − Tmelt)
erf
(

√

P/2 (z/H)
)

erf
(

√

P/2
) (11)

For a set of 6 active ice stream profiles (A, WB1, WB2,
W Narrows, D, E) running across respectively Mercer,
Whillans, Bindschadler and MacAyeal ice stream (see Fig-
ure 3), the lower part of the temperature profile at the mar-
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A
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E

unrealisticm
ore realistic

Temperate

 ice

Frozen ice

Figure 4. Sketch of the 1-D thermal model of a partially
melted margin of Siple Coast ice streams. A height H ′

is at the melting point taken to be the pressure-melting
point at bed and uniform over depth, so that there is no
vertical heat conduction in this lower layer. The temper-
ature in the rest of the ice sheet (frozen ice upper part)
is predicted by a 1-D diffusion-advection heat transfer
analysis with internal heating due to ice deformation.

gins predicted by relation (9) shows temperature in excess
of melting (cf. Figure 2b) i.e., G0 > 0 using parameters as
reported in Table 1. Ultimately we presume that the ice
sheet is temperate over some depth range hence supporting
the possibility that internal melting within the ice sheet is
indeed related to why the active margins are where they are.

2.2. Model set up, allowing for temperate zone and

full temperature dependence of ice properties

Since the ice temperature could not be greater than Tmelt

as the previous simplified model predicted, we next solved a
1-D diffusion-advection heat transfer analysis allowing local
internal melting and a temperature capped at the melting
point such that a height H ′ of ice, adjoining the bed, is tem-
perate (see Figure 4). The lateral shear strain rate, γ̇lat, is
again taken uniform through the ice thickness. τlat is now
the local shear stress on lateral planes through ice sheet
oriented parallel to the flow. It is directly related to the
temperature profile via the creep law since the creep param-
eter A is temperature dependent. Consequently the local
volumetric rate of internal heat production is

τlat(T )γ̇lat = 2A(T )−1/3
(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

(12)

The temperature dependence of the creep parameter is
treated explicitly using the function proposed by Cuffey and
Paterson [2010] (page 72) which fits results from field analy-
ses and laboratory experiments; see the Appendix B. Ther-
mal conductivity K and specific heat Ci of ice are also al-
lowed to vary with respect to temperature T . Following the
discussion on the forms of the dependence of these two lat-
ter parameters on T , in Kelvin (K), by Cuffey and Paterson
[2010] (page 400), we use

K(T ) = 9.828
W

m.K
exp(−5.7× 10−3 T

K
) (13)

Ci = 152.5
J

kg.K
+ 7.122

T

K
(14)

The governing equation of our more refined but still 1-D
model is now

d

dz

(

K(T )
dT

dz

)

+ ρiceCi(T )
az

H

dT

dz
+ 2A(T )−1/3

(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

= 0

(15)
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Figure 5. Temperature profile predicted by the 1-D thermal model of margins of profiles located in
Figure 3 for an ice sheet thickness and a lateral strain rate as reported in Table 1. Where margins
have been sampled by Joughin et al. [2002], respectively 8, 43 and 24 % of the ice height of the Mercer,
Whillans and MacAyeal ice streams is temperate. The model predicts, for the strain rate and thickness
given, that respectively 37 and 39 % of the ice height of tributary B1 and B2 of Whillans ice stream is
temperate. The strain rate level measured at Bindschadler ice stream (0.058 yr−1) is not enough to melt
a portion of the 888 m ice thickness, although onset of melting i.e., H ′ = 0+, would be predicted for a 5
% increase to 0.061 yr−1. Also, as one moves ∼ 30 km downstream the maximum strain rate observed
at the Bindschadler stream south margin increases far in excess of that, by ∼ 280 % and reaches 0.16
yr−1 [Scambos et al., 1994]. For a comparable ice thickness of what has been measured at profile D, that
level of strain rate would melt 53 % of the ice sheet thickness according to our model.

T in the upper part of the ice sheet, where the ice is frozen,
and H ′, the height of temperate ice adjoining the bed, are
the unknowns (cf. Figure 4). Mathematically, this takes the
form of a free boundary problem in 1-D. The equation is
solved subject to boundary conditions T (z = H) = Tatm,
T (z = H ′) = Tmelt and dT/dz=0 at z = H ′. Indeed we set
Tmelt at its temperature for a pressure equal to the over-
burden pressure at the bed, a function of the ice thickness
of the stream considered (cf. Table 1). We do not further
take into account the pressure dependence of the melting
point i.e., Tmelt does not depend on z. Consistently with
this assumption, we solve equation (15) with a temperature
gradient equal to zero at z = H ′.

When the level of strain rate is enough to melt the ice
sheet, we allow some lower depth range to be partially
melted at T = Tmelt and the rest of the temperature pro-
file is predicted by equation (15). Therefore, the solution
of this model, found numerically by standard Runge-Kutta
procedures and shooting techniques, gives the proportion of
the ice sheet that is temperate depending on the ice sheet
thickness and the shear strain rate imposed. For all the ice
streams we set Tatm = −26 ◦C and the surface accumulation
rate a at 0.1 m.yr−1 [Joughin et al., 2003].

2.3. What fraction of the ice thickness is temperate

at the margins ?

Nine ice stream transverse (across the flow) downslope
velocity profiles have been made by Joughin et al. [2002];
see Figure 3. We use their measurements of strain rate
and ice thickness of active SCIS margins, reported in Ta-
ble 1, for our thermal regime modeling. These lateral strain
rate measurements inferred from downstream velocity pro-
files are somehow decreased by the 3.5 km smoothing filter

used to reduce the noise. Indeed they could not recognize
a jump in strain rate that occurs, for example, over a dis-
tance of less than 2 km at a margin of Whillans ice stream
B2 (see the shear strain rate profile made at the south mar-
gin of Whillans IS B2 reported in Figure 7a) so that we
might expect actual values of strain rate peaks at margins
higher than the ones displayed in Table 1. Besides, Scam-
bos et al. [1994] have made a series of ice-speed profiles and
found that the maximum ice speed and strain rate at the
south margin of Bindschadler ice stream increase dramati-
cally from 420 to 670 m.yr−1 and 0.02 to 0.16 yr−1 as the
margin develops along only 55 km in the downstream di-
rection. Consequently the results presented in that section
and predicted by our 1-D model of temperate margins are
valid for the particular downstream location considered i.e.,
for the specific ice sheet thickness and strain rate value re-
ported in Table 1.

Our analysis predicts that almost all active ice streams
where sampled are at a level of strain rate at which inter-
nal melting occurs (cf. Figure 5). Respectively 8, 37, 39,
43 and 24 % of the ice thickness of Mercer, Whillans B1,
Whillans B2, Whillans and MacAyeal ice stream margins
are predicted to be temperate (see ratio H ′/H in Table 2).
The strain rate level measured at Bindschadler ice stream
(0.058 yr−1 at margins of profile D) is not enough to melt a
portion of the 888 m ice thickness, although onset of melting
i.e., H ′/H = 0+, would be predicted for a 5 % increase to
0.061 yr−1. Also, as one moves ∼ 30 km downstream the
maximum strain rate observed at the Bindschadler stream
south margin increases far in excess of that, by ∼ 280 %
and reaches 0.16 yr−1 [Scambos et al., 1994], as noted. For
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Table 2. Ice streams gravitational driving stress as measured at profiles located in Figure 3 and calculated tem-
perate fraction, lateral stress, basal shear stress and ratio of basal stress to driving stress, neglecting the gradient
in net axial force.

Ice Stream Profile τgrava(kPa) H′/H b(%) τ̄lat (kPa) τbase (kPa) τbase/τgrav (%)

Mercer A 14.9 8 119.0 7.7 52

Whillans WB1 12.5 37 115.6 4.5 36
WB2 10.8 39 127.0 3.4 32

W Narrows 7.6 43 138.5 2.7 36

Bindschadler D 10.0 0c 131.7 5.7 58

MacAyeal E 15.3 24 128.9 12.3 80
a Inferred by Joughin et al. [2002],τgrav = ρicegHS where S is the downstream slope.
b Predicted temperate height fraction of the ice sheet at margin.
c The ratio increases to ∼ 53 % when evaluated 30 km downstream (see text).

a comparable ice thickness to what has been measured at
profile D, that level of strain rate would melt 53 % of the
ice sheet thickness according to our model.

Our studies also predict, for the strain rate and thick-
ness given by Joughin et al. [2002], that some margins of
tributaries of Siple Coast ice streams are also in a state of
partial melt, with temperate ice being present over a frac-
tion of the ice sheet adjoining the bed. The fractions of the
marginal ice sheet thickness of profiles E, TWB1 and TWB2,
respectively made at tributary of MacAyeal, Whillans B1
and Whilllans B2 (cf. Figure 3) that are predicted to be
temperate is respectively 23, 26 and 50 % (see ratio H ′/H
in table 3). However profiles made farther upstream than
profile D at Bindschadler ice stream and profiles made at
the active upper part of Kamb ice stream are not predicted
to have marginal temperate ice. At that active upper part
of Kamb ice stream, the ice flow does not have the charac-
teristics of streaming flow (e.g., almost twice the thickness
of other streams and a low marginal strain rate, less than
0.01 yr−1).

We also explore the results given by the model when the
vertical advection of ice is absent i.e., when the downslope
stretching matches the transverse compression of ice at mar-
gins, which may occur as a consequence of ice mass lost
through the melting process (a concept developed later). In
this case we found that respectively 22, 42, 42, 46, 11 and
32 % of the ice height of Mercer, Whillans B1, Whillans B2,
Whillans, Bindschadler and MacAyeal ice stream margins
is temperate. The motion of cold ice from the top of the
column diminishes the predicted height of temperate ice, as
expected.

2.4. Ice stream force partitioning that considers

temperate ice at margins

Since we emphasize having a more accurate temperature
profile at margins, we evaluate the side drag in order to
quantify the force partitioning i.e., how much of the gravi-
tational driving stress is balanced by basal shear stress and
lateral drag assuming insignificant gradient in axial force.

Let us define the creep parameter B = A−1/3, so that
τ = B(T )(γ̇/2)1/3, with Bmelt being its value at the melting
point and Bfl the depth-averaged value of the temperature-
dependent creep parameter B in the frozen layer of the ice
sheet; see Appendix B for a detailed description of the tem-
perature dependency of this creep parameter. Thus, Bmelt

is the creep parameter we use in the lower part of thickness
H ′ that is temperate (reported for each profile in Table 1)
and Bfl the one use for the upper frozen layer of the profile
over a height of H −H ′.

Bfl =
1

H −H ′

∫ H

H′

B [T (z)] dz (16)

The average lateral shear stress τ̄lat over the ice sheet thick-
ness, neglecting any porosity effect on strength in the tem-
perate region, is calculated for each profile with the equation

τ̄lat = Bmelt

(

γ̇lat
2

)1/3 H ′

H
+Bfl

(

γ̇lat
2

)1/3 (H −H ′)

H
(17)

and reported in Table 2. Because we allow a height H ′,
adjoining the bed, to be temperate, τ̄lat predicted by equa-
tion (17) is lower than the lateral shear stress estimated
by Joughin et al. [2002] for frozen margins of similar thick-
ness.

A simplified force balance of an ice stream that neglects
any variation in net axial force in the sheet (shown to be ac-
curate for Whillans ice stream [Whillans and Van Der Veen,
1993]) and transverse variation of ice thickness gives us the
average basal shear stress τbase over the width for each pro-
file studied,

τbase = τgrav − 2τ̄latH

W
(18)

Here W is the ice stream width, which is taken to be the
distance between the two peaks in the transverse profile of
lateral shear strain rate made by Joughin et al. [2002]. Us-
ing this latter relation and their values of ice thickness and
stream width, we thus find higher values of basal drag. Still,
these values, of order of 3 to 12 kPa, are clearly indicative of
a weak bed underlying Siple Coast ice streams (cf. Table 2).

On Whillans ice stream B1 and B2 τbase is estimated at
4.5 and 3.4 kPa. These values are higher than in-situ shear
strength measurement of basal till (Kamb [2001] found a
strength of 2 kPa near Up B, cf. Figure 6) and the range
of 1.2 to 2.8 kPa found by Joughin et al. [2003] who used
control method inversion of a high-resolution velocity data
set to find the basal shear stress corresponding to a plastic
bed. However, when they do consider an enhancement fac-
tor (E=3) that models the margins weakening due to shear
heating their values are slightly larger than ours (5.8 and 5.3
kPa for B1 and B2). Consequently, even with a model that
allows a height of the ice at margins to be temperate and
ultimately treats the margin weakening expected there, the
till under Whillans ice stream is inferred to be very weak.
Additionally, we find that where Whillans stream is about
35 to 50 km wide (before the ice plain and at the two trib-
utaries B1 and B2) the bed supports only around 35 % of
the gravitational driving stress (Table 2). More measure-
ments in the downstream direction from the tributaries to
the ice plain could show if we recognize a special feature
of this stream. Still, at tributaries of Whillans ice stream
basal drag is moderate (about 30 kPa) and provides more
resistance to the larger driving stress (∼ 68 %, cf. Table 3).

On Mercer ice stream, the basal shear stress is about 7.7
kPa and supports 52 % of τgrav (cf. table 2). We find that
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Table 3. Tributaries gravitational driving stress as measured at profiles located in Figure 3 and calculated tem-
perate fraction, lateral stress, basal shear stress and ratio of basal stress to driving stress, neglecting the gradient
in net axial force.

Ice Stream Profile τgrava(kPa) H′/H b(%) τ̄lat (kPa) τbase (kPa) τbase/τgrav (%)

Whillans TWB1 47.5 50 90.8 31.6 67
TWB2 40.9 26 101.9 28.4 69

MacAyeal TE 44.9 23 113.6 30.8 69
a Inferred by Joughin et al. [2002], τgrav = ρicegHS where S is the downstream slope.
b Predicted temperate height fraction of the ice sheet at margin.

the basal drag is roughly 2.5 kPa stronger with a model that
allows 53 m of the ice thickness to be temperate than with
frozen ice at all depths [Joughin et al., 2002].

Profile E of MacAyeal ice stream shows that this stream
is wider than the other active ice streams (with the excep-
tion of the ice plain of Whillans ice stream) which seems to
diminish the influence of lateral drag (τbase/τgrav = 80%).
The effect of temperate ice over 203 m at margin increases
only by 1.5 kPa the predicted basal drag with frozen mar-
gins [Joughin et al., 2002]. However, at MacAyeal ice stream
much of the resistance is concentrated at a few sticky spots
where τbase reaches 50 kPa [Fricker et al., 2010]. Never-
theless, our estimation of the average basal shear stress over
the width of 12.3 kPa is coherent with control method inver-
sions for a plastic bed over this region (14.9 kPa according
to Joughin et al. [2003]).

These basal shear stresses are calculated as an average
over the width. Small scale perturbations of τbase occur as
a result of the water pore pressure in the till, assuming that
subglacial drainage is partly made of distributed flow and
channelized drainage [Schoof , 2010; Hewitt , 2011]. Also,
the numbers reported for τbase are really to be thought of as
a combination of the actual τbase plus a poorly constrained
contribution to overall force equilibrium from gradients in
net axial force.

2.5. Detailed characterization of Dragon margin,

Whillans ice stream B2

Dragon margin, an approximately 4 km wide marginal
shear zone, is the south margin of Whillans ice stream B2,
the limit between the stream and the ridge B1-B2 named
Unicorn (Figure 6). The inter boundary of this margin is
a ∼ 2 km wide region of large, but somewhat organized,
crevasses whose density increases toward the margin. These
crevasses roughly tend upstream at an angle of 40 ◦ to 70 ◦

to the margin, indicating an origin related to lateral shear
τlat. This sub-zone ends rather abruptly at the chaotic
zone. This last zone of ∼ 2 km width consists of highly
disorganized crevasses and fractured ice blocks, a signa-
ture of elevated lateral shear stress. The outer boundary of
Dragon margin, a sub-zone of ∼ 100 m width [Echelmeyer
et al., 1994], consists of large but widely spaced accurate
crevasses. We do not represent this narrow sub-zone on Fig-
ure 6 or Figure 7. Profile S1, near to, but not the same as
the WB2 profile, gives us a transverse profile of the down-
stream velocity. Over 5 km of distance the velocity decreases
from 387 m.yr−1 at the north extremity of profile S1 to 2
m.yr−1 just outside of the margin i.e., south S1. In this do-
main the lateral shear strain rate varies from 0.01 to 0.15
yr−1(Figure 7a). Between the middle of the stream and
north of S1 the surface velocity observed does not change
much; i.e., the lateral strain rate is close to zero. Since this
profile gives us an excellent set of data to characterize the
behaviour of a margin, we will use this profile in the rest of
the paper.

Using our 1-D model we produce a profile of temperature
versus height and show the fraction of the ice sheet near

Up B

crevassing zone

chaotic crevassing

420 m/yr

S1
Dragon margin

STREAM B2

UNICORN

(ridge B1-B2)

STREAM B1

Snake margin

North

10 km
borehole

Figure 6. Location of profile S1 on Whillans ice stream
B2 (see Figure 3) where Echelmeyer et al. [1994] mea-
sured a surface velocity profile to extract the Dragon
margin shear strain rate profile. The black star at the in-
terstream ridge between Whillans ice stream B1 and B2,
an area commonly referred to as the Unicorn, indicates
the location of a borehole made by a Caltech group (men-
tioned as a personal communication from H. Engelhardt
by Clarke et al. [2000]). They encountered layers of high
tip resistance to the drill at 56-49 m, 44-22 m, and 14-0
m above the bed. At UpB the ice velocity is measured
at 420 m/yr. North-South axis is approximately perpen-
dicular to Dragon margin. (redrawn and modified, based
on Echelmeyer and Harrison [1999])

the margin which we predict to be temperate. We find that
temperate ice at Dragon margin is predicted to reach a max-
imum 57 % of the ice sheet thickness and to be comparably
high over slightly more than 2 km width at the bed (Fig-
ure 7a and Figure 8). Therefore, the width of temperate ice
through the ice sheet approximately matches the width of
the highly stressed chaotic crevassing zone that appears at
surface.

We also explore the hypothesis that no vertical motion
of ice occurs at the margin i.e., the downslope stretching
matches the transverse compression of ice. We thus find
that the predicted maximum height of the temperate region
does not change whereas its width is slightly bigger (cf. Fig-
ure 8). Our analysis predicts that more than 10 % of the ice
sheet thickness is temperate along a width of ∼ 3 km with
vertical advection of ice and along ∼ 3.5 km without. We
suggest that even if the vertical motion of ice is not yet well
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explained when neglecting the transverse motion of ice, the
effect of the advection term does not make us reconsider the
hypothesis of internal melting at margins.

3. Could melt onset control ice stream
width ?

We have shown that shear heating induces a temperate
zone at ice stream margins. The continuously deformation
generates meltwater which gravity would cause to perco-
late toward the bed below. In this section we estimate the
accumulated seepage rate along the Dragon margin’s bed of
Whilllans ice stream B2 based on our previous thermal mod-
eling and the deformation data. Associated with seeping wa-
ter along margin’s bed a channelized marginal drainage of
Röthlisberger type may develop, probably under the chaotic
crevassing zone where the shear heating, and corresponding
basal meltrate, is the highest. Standard theory argues that
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Figure 7. Detailed characterization of Dragon margin
(profile S1 located on Figure 6). (a.) Measured down-
stream velocity (grey circles) gives the lateral shear strain
rate profile (orange circles) [Echelmeyer et al., 1994].
This later is inserted into our 1-D thermal model of a
partially melted margin, which considers a constant ice
sheet thickness H = 985 m, to estimate the temperate
fraction H ′/H and melting profile (in blue). Where the
lateral strain rate is the highest (0.15 yr−1) in the chaotic
crevassing zone, 57 % of the ice sheet thickness is tem-
perate. The downstream velocity is about 160 m.yr−1

and may also be associated with downslope stretching.
Vertical motion (advection) of ice may thus occur, with
assumed accumulation in order to keep the thickness at
steady state, and our approximate advection profile may
be still valid there. (b.) Darcy water flux at base of tem-
perate ice calculated with equation (23) (blue circles).
We predict that the shear heating could melt the near-
bed ice over a 2 km width under the chaotic crevassing
zone, producing a water flux, integrated across the base
of the margin, of about 41 m2.yr−1 (second-order poly-
nomial fit).

the high, nearly lithostatic, pore pressure elsewhere (i.e.,
near the bed within the fast moving stream) is somewhat
alleviated within the channel, which operates at reduced wa-
ter pressure [Röthlisberger , 1972; Nye, 1976]. That results
in a higher Terzaghi effective normal stress acting along the
bed just outside of the channel, and hence creates high resis-
tance against frictional shear which plausibly locks the ice
outboard of such channel to the bed, naturally forming an
ice stream margin.

3.1. Drainage to the bed associated with melting

causes Röthlisberger channel development

Within the temperate ice column of height H ′, water per-
meation occurs. Shear heating generates melt at a rate per
unit of volume ṁ. Thus,

ṁ =
τlatγ̇lat

L
(19)

where L = 335 kJ.kg−1 is the latent heat per unit mass. Wa-
ter in polycrystalline ice at its melting point forms a system
of veins at three-grain junctions [Nye, 1989]. This water,
both in veins and in other locations, may affect the creep
rate of temperate ice by a factor F (n), a function of n, the
volume of internal meltwater per unit of volume of ice. Then
the creep strength in temperate ice within the height H ′ is

τlat = Bmelt

(

γ̇lat
2

)1/3

F (n) (20)

and the melt rate per unit of volume becomes

ṁ =
2Bmelt

L

(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

F (n) (21)

Meltwater, being more dense than its chemically identi-
cal solid phase (neglecting any contamination from above),
seeps downward. Considering only vertical Darcy flux qw of
water, mass conservation ∇ · (ρwqw) = −ṁ leads to

dqw
dz

= −2BmeltF (n)

ρwL

(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

(22)

with ρw = 1000 kg.m−3 the density of water. This latter
equation is integrated in z over the temperate ice thickness
to find the flux at the bed, assuming again that the shear
strain rate is uniform over depth and knowing that the Darcy
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Figure 8. Fraction of the ice sheet thickness that is
temperate at Dragon margin. The temperate region is
narrower when the vertical advection is not taken into ac-
count in the 1-D model of partially melted margin. Nev-
ertheless, the maximum temperate fraction of the height
is predicted to be the same (57 %).
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flux vanishes at the top of the temperate ice column. Thus,

(qw)z=0 =

[

1

H ′

∫ H′

0

F (n)dz

]

2BmeltH
′

ρwL

(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

(23)

A first approximation is to consider a small perturbation
due to the porosity on the creep strength as F (n) = 1− cnλ

with λ ≥ 1 and c a positive constant. As the water content
per unit of volume of ice n is expected to be lower than 10−3

in a saturated veins system [Nye and Frank , 1973; Jordan
and Stark , 2001] we hypothesize in this first treatment that
the term in bracket is sensibly equal to unity. Therefore,
the Darcy water flux at base of an ice column where inter-
nal melting occurs is only a function of the shear strain rate
and the height of temperate ice which we predict with our
previous thermal modeling allowing for a temperate zone.
Using the transverse profile of observed strain rate and cal-
culated temperate height of ice H ′ adjoining the bed made at
the Dragon margin of Whillans ice stream B2 and depicted
graphically in Figure 7a, the latter relation gives a trans-
verse profile of basal meltwater rate (cf. Figure 7b). This
deformation-induced seeping meltwater is localized only un-
der the highly stressed chaotic crevassing zone where the
maximum Darcy flux reaches 26 mm.yr−1. That is an or-
der of magnitude higher than the estimated basal meltwater
rate due to basal friction inferred to be present at the center
of this stream [Joughin et al., 2003] and others Siple Coast
ice streams [Joughin et al., 2004b]. This model does not
explicitly consider the reduced resistance to water flux due
to basal crevasses [Flowers and Clarke, 2002], although ul-
timately it is the shear heating in the temperate zone that
determines the net melting, and hence the water flux to the
bed.

Vogel et al. [2005] drilled to the bottom of Kamb ice
stream at the transition between the active upper part and
its stopped main trunk (cf. Figure 3) and found that basal
ice is devoid of air. We suppose that, at the base of the
ice sheet, the veins are water saturated and the ice grains
slide at their boundary allowing the water pressure to be
equal to the ice overburden stress. This sliding allows the
permeability to adjust to whatever value needed to transmit
the meltwater generated, at least for a system operating in
steady state. Along the bed the total downward flux of
meltwater per unit area produced by shear heating may be
expressed as in Darcy’s law [Lliboutry , 1996],

qw = −kice
µw

(

dp

dz
+ ρwg

)

(24)

where µw = 1.8×10−3 N.s.m−2 refers to the dynamic viscos-
ity of water and g the acceleration due to gravity. Because
the water pressure in veins is equal to the ice overburden
pressure dp/dz = −ρiceg. Thus, the temperate ice perme-
ability, a function of the downward water Darcy flux, is

kice =
qw µw

(ρice − ρw) g
(25)

The Darcy flux estimated at the Dragon margin bed is about
26 mm.yr−1 (Figure 7b). We thus find a maximum ice per-
meability of 1.7×10−15 m2, consistent with measurements of
water saturated veins (Jordan and Stark [2001] found tem-
perate ice permeability of 1 to 3×10−15 m2).

We integrate the meltwater generated along the bed by
shear heating over the ∼ 2 km width of the highly stressed
chaotic crevassing zone of the Dragon margin where sampled
(Figure 6). We find that 41 m3.yr−1 of meltwater emerge,
along the ice-till interface, for each meter of length down-
stream (cf. Figure 7b).

We suggest that the relatively high water production
found at the bed and localized in a narrow 2 km wide zone
could cause a channelized marginal drainage development

of Röthlisberger type (R-channel). We thus evaluate what
would be the diameter of a R-channel, treated as having
a semicircular cross section, if it collects from 100 km up-
stream a constant supply of 41 m3.yr−1 of basal meltwater
generated by shear heating for each meter of length down-
stream. The water discharge in m3.yr−1 drained by this hy-
pothetical R-channel would be Qw =41 m2.yr−1× 100 km.
Using the Manning formula for a turbulent flow in a pipe,
in the particular form given by Cuffey and Paterson [2010],
we write the discharge as a function of the hydraulic radius
Rh

Qw =
Ac

[ρwg]
1/2 nm

R
2/3
h G1/2 (26)

where Ac refers to the cross-sectional area, nm ≈ 0.1 s.m−1/3

is the Manning roughness coefficient, and G is the mag-
nitude of the force per unit volume driving flow, roughly
approximated by G ≈ ρwgS. The downstream slope S of
Whillans ice stream B2 measured near Up B (Figure 6) is
0.00123 [Joughin et al., 2002]. Also, Rh, the hydraulic ra-
dius is, for the considered semicircular channel of diameter
D,

Rh =
D

4(1 + 2/π)
(27)

Thus, the diameter of this semicircular channel that drains
a flux Qw is

D = 2

[

4Qw (ρwg)
1/2 nm (1 + 2/π)2/3

πG1/2

]3/8

(28)

As the channel is continually collecting basal meltwater gen-
erated by shear heating, its diameter grows in the down-
stream direction. The accumulated seepage along the bed
at the estimated rate at Dragon margin where sampled
by Echelmeyer and Harrison [1999] (41 m3.yr−1 for each
meter of length downstream), if prevailing over 100 km up-
stream, is consistent with a semicircular Röthlisberger chan-
nel of diameter D = 1.5 m. This simple estimation does ne-
glect any migration of water toward the center of the stream
due to the bed transverse slope of the ice surface near the
margin (Joughin, personal communication).

3.2. Limit to the stream width by lockage to the bed

outboard of channels

As predicted by standard theory of drainage system, a
greater melt supply to a channel results in a higher dis-
charge and, thus, a larger effective stress (lower water pres-
sure). Using the fundamental equation of steady-state tun-
nel theory [Röthlisberger , 1972; Nye, 1976], we can write
what would be the effective stress Nc (ice overburden pres-
sure minus water pressure in the channel) along the ice-till
interface just outboard of a channel as a function of the
water discharge. That is [Cuffey and Paterson, 2010]:

Nc = K2
G11/24Q

1/12
w

n
1/4
m A

1/3
melt

(29)

with:

K2 =
[

(ρiLfK1)
1/3(ρwg)

1/8
]−1

(30)

and K1 = [2/27] [4π]1/4 ≈ 0.139. If we again consider
a channel that collects from 100 km upstream a constant
water supply as generated at Dragon margin near Up B
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(41 m3.yr−1 for each meter of downstream length, cf. Fig-
ure 7b), we find a Terzaghi effective stress acting along the
bed just outboard of the channel of 179 kPa. This is nearly
two orders of magnitude larger than the predicted effective
stress at the center of the Whillans ice stream B2, where
Ns = τbase/f = 1.8 kPa assuming a friction coefficient of
f = 0.5 (cf. Table 2), and hence creates high resistance
against frictional basal shear, firmly pressing the ice against
the till bed.

Ice streams are underlain everywhere by a plastic bed [Tu-
laczyk et al., 2000]. If the basal shear stress equals the
yield strength of the bed everywhere under the stream then
downslope sliding occurs while the ridges are locked, frozen
to the bed. This anti-plane shear crack like feature (see
Figure 9) induces stress singularities at the margins. High
stress concentrations on the ice-stream side of the margin
have been found either analytically when considering the ice
as a Newtonian fluid with constant viscosity [Schoof , 2004]
and numerically when ice rheology is treated with Glen’s
law [Jacobson and Raymond , 1998]. To prevent the shear-
ing crack growth due to high stress concentration at the tip,
we note that standard theory of fracture mechanics argues
that a hole in a thin plate can stop a tensile crack that is
growing in the plate. The crack can grow into a hole but
not so easily propagate out because then the stress concen-
tration at its tip is much reduced. We may think of the ice
stream and bed as an analogous system, now containing an
anti-plane crack whose surface is the base of the ice sheet
beneath the stream and whose tip lies along the shear mar-
gin. We suggest that the easiest way to stop an outward
propagation of such a crack, that is, to stop outward mar-
gin migration, is to alleviate the stress concentration at the
crack tip. That would be accomplished by having the tip
region be replaced by a long marginal channelized drainage
such as we have suggested, leaving a situation analogous to
a crack whose tip has propagated into a hole (cf. Figure 9).

The elevated Terzaghi clamping stress which we have es-
timated along the bed should occur on both the inboard and
outboard sides of the channel. However, downstream slip at

slipping
locked; ice frozen to bed

y

z

Temperate ice zone

Melt-water channel, 
terminating slipping zone

ice sheet

subglacial till,

gradually transitioning to bedrock

Figure 9. Conjectured stable configuration of an ice
stream shear margin near the bed. The transition be-
tween slipping and locked zones at an ice sheet bed de-
fines an anti-plane shear crack whose surface is the base of
the ice sheet beneath the streaming flow (thick black line)
and whose tip lies along the shear margin. Because cracks
strongly concentrate stress and strain rate near their tips,
the shear heating and hence the basal meltwater gener-
ation should be most intense in that near-tip region and
might induce meltwater channel formation. Both stan-
dard theory of fracture mechanics and hydrology argue
that this channel development would make difficult any
continued expansion of the slipping zone. A crack ending
in a channel has greatly diminished stress and strain rate
concentration, and the high Terzaghi effective stress just
outside the channel may stop the outward propagation of
a slipping zone, that is, stop outward margin migration.

the bed would plausibly not be stopped on the inboard side
of the marginal channelized drainage, because that would
re-create a situation of a crack without a blunted tip which
could, despite the elevated Terzaghi clamping stress, con-
tinue to propagate until it reaches the channel. Once having
propagated into the channel, it would have greatly dimin-
ished stress concentration and hence would not induce basal
slip on the outboard side of the channel, which would be
under comparably high clamping stress.

We conjecture that this channelized development at ice
stream margins locks the ice outboard to the bed, naturally
creating a limit to the region of fast-flowing ice. It is beyond
the scope of our paper to fully quantify such a process but
it is consistent with ice streams existing at a width which
corresponds to rapid internal melt generation as our results
here have suggested (see Figure 5 and Table 2 and 3).

4. Discussion

4.1. Possible field evidence of temperate ice and

channelized bed drainage at margin

Clarke et al. [2000] used a high power radar system to
image the entire thickness of the Unicorn (Ridge B1-B2) ice
sheet. They made profiles in multiple directions and found
numerous linear diffractors near the base of the ice sheet.
One special feature that was recognized is the occurrence of
diffractors 230 m above the bed. These latter ones follow
what they called the “Fishhook”, a surface lineation ob-
served in satellite imagery that is parallel to the north mar-
gin of Whillans ice stream B1 and located at the middle of
Unicorn. One possible explanation mentioned of these fea-
tures is that they reflect a zone of wet, temperate ice, that
marks the inner boundary of an abandoned shear margin
while the outer boundary is marked by a band of crevasses
that used to be the band of arcuate crevasses (now observed
at the outer boundary of Dragon margin). This supports the
idea already invoked by Jacobson and Raymond [1998] that
temperate ice is present at the margin over a substantial
fraction of the sheet thickness due to intense shearing.

Clarke et al. [2000] also mentioned, citing a personal com-
munication from H. Engelhardt, that a Caltech group had
drilled into the ice at Unicorn approximately 1 km away
of the outer boundary of the north margin of Whillans ice
stream B1 (see Figure 6). They report that at ∼ 56 m
above the bed the drill began encountering abnormal re-
sistance. The penetration rate slowed significantly within
layers at 56-49 m, 44-22 m and 14-0 m above the bed and
some fresh scratches were observed on the the metal drill
tip once back at the surface. They argue that these obser-
vations are strongly suggestive of entrained morainal debris.
One of the possible mechanisms of formation of this debris
is meltwater processes depositing sediment over a long pe-
riod of time. We suggest that this such morainal debris is a
plausible result of marginal channel development at the bed
of the abandoned north shear margin of Whillans ice stream
B1.

A borehole has been made at one shear margin of Kamb
ice stream, the main stream of which stopped flowing ∼ 150
years ago [Smith et al., 2002]. Vogel et al. [2005] drilled to
the bottom of the ice sheet at the transition between the
active upper part of Kamb ice stream and its stopped main
truck, where the center stream velocity is 25 m.yr−1 (see
Figure 3). They penetrated a 1.6 m tall water-filled cavity
between the bottom of the ice and the bed, a size of the same
order of magnitude as our rough estimation of a semicircular
channel collecting water from 100 km upstream at Dragon
margin. Additional, videos from the bottom of this bore-
hole showed horizontal acceleration of small solid particles
sinking into the cavity, indicating a still active flow of water
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within the cavity (the direction of flow was not reported).
They estimated that the shear margin reconnected to the
basal hydrological system ∼ 60 years ago. They argue that
the formation of this 1.6 m tall-water-filled cavity is asso-
ciated to the re-supply of basal water from areas of basal
melting further upstream. This raises the possibility that
the borehole fortuitously encountered a channel of the type
that we conjecture. At minimum, it shows that channelized
transport beneath an ice stream margin is a realistic possi-
bility and implies that a source of liquid water must exist
near the margin, although we lack data to test with our 1-D
model the concept that internal melting is occurring there.

4.2. Ice advection at a margin

Echelmeyer and Harrison [1999] measured the transverse
component of velocity that shows an inward component of
velocity from the inter stream B1-B2 called Unicorn to the
south edge of the Dragon margin (i.e., outward-facing from
the crevassing zone) of about 2 m.yr−1 and an outward com-
ponent from the inward-facing of the crevassing zone to the
south edge of the Dragon margin also about 2 m.yr−1 (see
their Figure 4b). This transverse motion of cold ice from the
ridge and warm ice from the inner margin must affect the
margin’s thermal regime, although that is beyond the scope
of our present study. The region showing these transverse
velocity components is also associated with a short scale
fluctuation in ice sheet thickness, which is neglected in this
study when producing the profile of temperate ice height in
Figure 7a and Figure 8.

4.3. Concentrated shear heating near freely-slipping

to locked transition at bed

In this paper the shear heating along a column of ice
at stream margins is treated with the assumption that the
strain rate is uniform over depth, like in Scambos et al. [1994]
and Echelmeyer et al. [1994], and the lateral shear stress
only depends on temperature (cf. equation (12)). However
at the margins’ bed, the transition between slipping condi-
tion under the ice stream to locked ridges, frozen to the bed,
defines an anti-plane shear crack whose surface is the base
of the ice sheet beneath the stream and whose tips lie along
the shear margins (see Figure 9). That induces high stress
and strain rate concentrations near the margins which co-
incide with an enhanced shear heating rate [Schoof , 2004;
Jacobson and Raymond , 1998]. Let f > 0 be the enhance-
ment factor and r and θ be the 2-D cylindrical coordinates
with a pole at the transition in basal slip condition at bed.
We thus write the shear heating as

τlatγ̇lat = 2f(r, θ)A(T )−1/3
(

γ̇lat
2

)4/3

(31)

This concentrated shear heating should internally melt more
ice, i.e., generate a wider temperate zone, than what our 1-
D model predicts, although it is beyond the scope of this
paper to fully quantify this process.

This anti-plane shear crack like feature induces stress
singularities at the margins that lead to intense meltwater
generation along the bed, which, we suggest, could cause
marginal channelized drainage development in close prox-
imity to the slipping to locked transition (cf. Figure 9).

5. Conclusion

We have examined, and found evidence supportive of, the
hypothesis that Western Antarctic Siple Coast ice stream
width is set by development of important internal melting,
i.e., development of temperate ice conditions, within the ice

sheet at the margins. We first find that the ice deformation-
heating work at the margins, when incorporated in a stan-
dard 1-D vertical heat transfer analysis [Zotikov , 1986], typ-
ically predicts temperatures in excess of the melting tem-
perature. We thus produced a still 1-D, but more refined
thermal model of margins, with a full temperature depen-
dence of ice properties and allowing for a temperate zone
adjoining the bed. Using published ice sheet deformation
and thickness data, this model predicts that nearly all ac-
tive margins of Siple Coast ice streams are in a state of
partial melt, with temperate ice being present over a frac-
tion of the ice height. For the strain rate and sheet thickness
given by Joughin et al. [2002], we find that respectively 4, 43,
36, 37 and 22 % of the ice height of the Mercer, Whillans,
Whillans B1, Whillans B2 and MacAyeal ice stream mar-
gins is temperate. Although the strain rate they measured
at Bindschadler ice stream is not enough to allow a tem-
perate zone to develop, Scambos et al. [1994] found, farther
downstream, a strain rate at the margins that would melt
55 % of the ice sheet thickness according to our model.

Within the temperate zone the continuous deformation
generates internal meltwater which percolates toward the
bed below in veins at triple junctions between ice grains.
Using a strain rate profile made at the Dragon margin of
Whillans ice stream B2, we find that the shear heating pro-
duces a basal meltwater rate of order of 10 mm.yr−1 over ∼
2 km wide, approximatively the width of the chaotic crevass-
ing zone that appears at this margin’s surface. If this seep-
ing meltwater at the margin’s bed develops a channelized
drainage of Röthlisberger type (R-channel) the accumulated
seepage at the estimated rate at Dragon margin, if prevailing
over 100 km upstream, is consistent with a semi-circular R-
channel of 1.5 m diameter. We thus suggest that ice streams,
existing at a width which corresponds to rapid internal melt
generation, develop at the ice-till interface of their margins
such channelized drainage.

We have proposed a possible related mechanism of
stream’s margin formation that is, of locking the ice sheet to
the bed outboard of this R-channel. Indeed standard theory
argues that the high, nearly lithostatic, pore pressure near
the bed of fast flowing ice is somewhat alleviated within a
channel. We find that the Terzaghi effective normal stress,
pushing the ice sheet and till together and till particles into
one another, is ∼ 100 times greater at the channel borders
than what has been estimated under the rapidly moving cen-
tral part of the ice stream, and locks the ice sheet to the bed.
This transition between basal slipping under a stream and
locked ridges at an ice sheet bed defines an anti-plane shear
crack whose surface is the base of the ice sheet beneath the
stream and whose tips lie along the shear margins. This
crack strongly concentrates stress and strain rate near the
shear margins. However, a crack ending in a channel, such
as we predict at the margins, has greatly diminished stress
and strain rate concentration, and the high Terzaghi effec-
tive normal stress just outside the channel makes difficult
any continued expansion of the slipping. That locks the ice
sheet to the bed outboard of the marginal channels and nat-
urally forms an ice stream shear margin, as a limit to the
fast-flowing ice.

However our 1-D vertical thermal modeling of temperate
Siple Coast ice stream margins do not take into account the
thermal effect of observed transverse motion of ice at mar-
gins which might be a result of the ice mass lost through the
melting processes that we predict. From a modeling per-
spective, one would ultimately want to extend this analysis
into (at least) 2-D, allowing transverse motion of ice at the
margins and a shear heating concentration due to the basal
sliding condition transition between slipping at ice stream
bed and locked bed under the ridges.

Notation

a surface accumulation rate of ice, m.yr−1.
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A temperature-dependent creep parameter, s−1.Pa−3.

αth thermal diffusivity of ice, m2.s−1.

B temperature-dependent creep parameter, Pa.s1/3.

Ci ice specific heat, J.kg−1.K−1.

γ̇lat lateral “engineering” shear strain rate, yr−1.

f shear heating enhancement factor due to transi-
tion in basal slip condition, [1]

F perturbation factor of the ice creep strength due
to the porosity, [1].

g acceleration due to gravity, m.s−2.
G magnitude of the force per unit volume driving

water flow in a conduit, Pa.m−1.
G0 Temperature gradient at the ice sheet base,

K.m−1.

H ice sheet thickness, m.

H ′ temperate height of ice, m.

kice ice permeability, m2.

K ice thermal conductivity, W.m−1.K−1.

L latent heat per unit mass, J.kg−1.

ṁ melt rate per unit of volume, kg.s−1.m−3.
µw dynamic viscosity of water, Pa.s.

n volume of internal meltwater per unit of volume
of ice, [1].

p water pore pressure, Pa.

P Péclet number, [1].

qw vertical downward water Darcy flux, m.s−1.

ρw density of water, kg.m−3.

ρice density of ice, kg.m−3.

T (z) vertical temperature profile, K.
Tmelt basal melting temperature of ice, K.
Tatm atmospheric temperature, K.

t time, s.
τlat local lateral shear stress parallel to the downslope

direction, Pa.

τ̄lat average of the lateral shear stress over the ice
thickness, Pa.

τgrav gravitational driving stress, Pa.

τbase basal shear stress, Pa.
x downstream cartesian coordinate, m.
y cross-slope cartesian coordinate, m.

z cartesian coordinate measured perpendicularly to
the bed, m.

vm basal melt rate, m.s−1.

w upward velocity measured perpendicularly to the
bed, m.s−1.

W ice stream width, m.
Φ volumetric rate of internal heat production,

W.m−3
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Appendix A: Analytical solution of the 1-
D conduction-advection model with internal
heating

To solve

αth
d2T

dz2
+

az

H

dT

dz
+

τlatγ̇lat

ρiceCi
= 0 (A1)

let us define G = (dT/dz), η = (z/H)2, S = τlatγ̇lat and
P ≡ Pe = aH/α the Péclet number. Then,

2αth
dG

dη
+ aHG = − SH

ρiceC

1
√
η

(A2)

Ultimately we write

d

dη
[G exp(Pη/2)] = − SH

2ρiceCαth

1
√
η
exp(Pη/2) (A3)

With Go = (dT/dz)z=0, integration gives

G exp(Pη/2)−Go = − SH

2ρiceCαth

∫ η

0

1
√
η
exp(Pη/2) dη

(A4)

so,

G = Go exp(−Pz2/2H2)

− S

K

∫ z

0

exp
[

−P (z2 − z̃2)/2H2
]

dz̃ (A5)

while

∫ z

0

exp(−Pz2/2H2) dz =

√
πH

2
√

P/2
erf

(

√

P/2 z

H

)

(A6)

Integration of equation (A5) using T (z = 0) = Tmelt gives

T (z) = Tmelt +

√

π

2P
HGo erf

(

√

P/2 z

H

)

− S

Kavg

∫ z

0

∫ ẑ

0

exp
[

P (z̃2 − ẑ2)/2H2
]

dz̃dẑ (A7)

Using polar coordinates in the integrations in the z, z̃ plane,

the analytical temperature distribution along the z-axis is

T (z) = Tmelt +
√

π

2P
HGo erf

(

√

P/2 z

H

)

− SH2

KavgP

∫ π/4

0

1− exp
(

−P cos(2θ)

2 cos2(θ)
z2

H2

)

cos(2θ)
dθ (A8)

Rewriting the latter integral, the temperature profile along

the z-axis is

T (z) = Tmelt +

√

π

2P
HG0 erf

(

√

P/2
z

H

)

+
τlatγ̇latH

2

KavgP

∫ 1

0

1− exp
(

−λPz2/2H2
)

2λ
√
1− λ

dλ (A9)

and Go is found matching the second boundary condition

T (z = H) = Tatm,

G0 =
2
√

P/2
√
πH erf

(

√

P/2
)

(

Tatm − Tmelt

− τlatγ̇latH
2

KavgP

∫ 1

0

1− exp
(

−λPz2/2H2
)

2λ
√
1− λ

dλ

)

(A10)

Appendix B: Thermally activated ice creep

The ice creep softening with increasing temperature could

be described by an Arrhenius law with a switch of activation

energy Qc at a transition temperature T ∗ = −10.6 ◦C Cuffey
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and Paterson [2010]. In our model the temperature depen-

dency of the creep parameter A, as in γ̇ = 2A(T )τ 3, follows

A(T ) = A∗ exp
(

−Qc

R

[

1

Th
− 1

T ∗

])

(B1)

where A∗ is a pre-exponential constant and R = 8.314

J.K−1.mol−1 is the gas constant. Th is the temperature in-

creased by a small term modeling the pressure dependence,

Th/(K)= T/(K)+0.6, which is needed to fit the recom-

mended values of the creep parameter based on results from

field analyses and laboratory experiments (Table 3.4 in [Cuf-

fey and Paterson, 2010]; values reported in Figure 10). We

use an activation energy of Qc = 60 kJ.mol−1 for Th < T ∗

and Qc = 115 kJ.mol−1 for Th > T ∗ and A∗ = 3.5 × 10−25

s−1.Pa−3 (the value of A at −10 ◦C) as suggested by Cuffey

and Paterson [2010]; A(T ) is depicted graphically in Fig-
ure 10. The creep parameter B = A−1/3 at −0.6 ◦C, the

basal melting point under some of our ice stream profiles
(see Table 1), is 273 kPa.yr1/3. It is about 60 % of its value
at −10 ◦C; B∗ ≡ (A∗)−1/3 = 450 kPa.yr1/3. Thus the ice

has the property of remaining strong even when temperate.

Additionally to the thermally activated creeping, one

could model the softening due to intense shearing with an

enhancement factor E > 1 as in γ̇ = 2EA(T )τ 3. Since Jack-

son and Kamb [1997] did not find a strongly developed single

maximum ice fabric even at a shear margin of a Siple Coast

ice stream studying in this paper (the Dragon margin of

Whillans ice stream B2), we choose to neglect this term in
our analysis.
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Figure 10. Arrhenius law followed by ice creep and used
in our model; a switch of activation energy appears at a
transition temperature T ∗ = −10.6 ◦C. The black circles
represent the recommended values of the creep param-
eters A and B = A−1/3 by Cuffey and Paterson [2010]
which fit results from field analyses and laboratory ex-
periments.


